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The Conservative Blind Spot
By Tom DeWeese

There is a blind spot in the main stream
Conservative movement that threatens everything the
movement says it stands for. The blind spot is refusal to
acknowledge the threat of Sustainable Development,
the policy of the UN’s Agenda 21 that now permeates
into every American city. Somehow, the Conservative
leaders who have always been there to fight off such
utopian, socialist nightmares now seem to slumber
blissfully in their ignorance at the very moment when
vigilance is most urgently needed.
Sustainable Development is the greatest threat
ever perpetrated against the American ideal of liberty.
Sustainable Development is based entirely on the
concept of wealth redistribution. Under Sustainable
Development there can be no free enterprise, no
individual liberty and no private property. If you doubt
that, then here is a direct quote from the UN’s Habitat I
1976 conference where Sustainable Development was
first being developed: “Land…cannot be treaded as an
ordinary asset, controlled by individuals and subject
to the pressures and inefficiencies of the market.
Private land ownership is also a principle instrument of
accumulation and concentration of wealth, therefore,
contributes to social injustice.” That quote alone should
bring the libertarians to battle-ready.

In this Issue

Yet, as I attend traditional Conservative meetings
around the country where the defense of property
rights should be paramount, Sustainable Development
is rarely mentioned. Speaker after speaker addresses
the audience about issues like abortion, taxes, and
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national defense. They declare their dedication to the
fight for limited government. Only a few years ago I
even heard some of these speakers gleefully declaring
that we are in a “conservative era.” If they believe this
then they are seriously deluded.
Sustainable Development is not a partisan issue. Both
parties are guilty of its enforcement. The Bush Administration
did more to help entrench Sustainable Development
policies than the Clinton Administration could have hoped
for. Of course, Obama continues the assault.
Respected
Libertarian
and
Conservative
organizations such as CATO, Heritage and Reason
Foundation support and promote the Agenda 21
concept of Public/Private Partnerships (PPPs), calling
them a free market answer to government. They tell us
this is a way to use private money to build infrastructure
without raising taxes. How can people who say they
advocate free markets ignore the fact that PPPs are right
out of the Mussolini fascist play book where government
and private companies meld together until they are
inseparable? The image of the pigs and the farmers in
George Orwell’s Animal Farm comes to mind.
The PPPs are tied together through agreements for
special treatment, tax breaks and guarantees that no one
can compete with them, creating an elite that can use
government and the market as their own unhindered
play ground. That is not free enterprise by any definition
of the word. How can anyone who says they believe in
free enterprise support these government – sanctioned
monopolies? They call it Free Trade – but that’s
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Sustainable Development as promoted through the United Nations.
Again, these groups are great at fighting policies like Smart Growth, Global
Warming and Cap and Trade and doing a great job of defeating such monstrous
plagues on human society. Yet, they fail to make the connection to Agenda 21.
They don’t talk about the land grabs and the controls on farming and the banning
of technology. They ignore statements by Supreme Court Justices about using
international policy as the basis for their decisions. And they downplay the threat
and significance of the UN, saying it is not relevant to the policy process. If the UN is
not relevant, then why does the United States spend billions of dollars supporting
UN programs – most of which are based on Agenda 21 and have a direct affect
American domestic policy?
Through enactment of Agenda 21, American government is being transformed,
controlled by “stakeholder councils.” These councils enforce Sustainable
Development through the “consensus process” whereby debate on issues is control
to the point of non-existent through the use of trained facilitators. The facilitator’s
job is to control the discussion, leading it to a pre-determined finish, all the while
making the group think it was their idea in the first place. Such a practice is used
in nearly every public meeting in every community in the nation. Where is the
outrage by these Conservative leaders to the destruction of free speech and the
open process designed by our Founders?
Worse, these advocates of freedom ignore the most important plank of Agenda
21 – social equity. Sustainable Development’s Social Equity plank is based on a
demand for something called “social justice,” a phrase first coined by Karl Marx.
Social Equity means that individuals must give up selfish wants for the needs of
the common good or the “community.” Through such a policy, everyone has the
right to a job with a good wage, a right to health care and a right to housing. To
assure those rights, wealth must be redistributed. Property ownership is a social
injustice which brings wealth to some. Business and property are to be controlled
by all of society. How can those who led the fight against communism during the
Cold War now ignore the exact same policies today, especially when they are now
entrenched in every government planning decision?
Many Conservative donors are woefully ignorant of Sustainable Development.
They think they are giving their money to help the environment or to preserve
historic places. Instead they are only helping to murder the very freedoms they
profess to uphold. Conservatives would never concede their liberty to Swastikas or
Hammer and Sickles, but tuck it in a Green blanket called “environmental protection”
and they will toss those liberties on the fire like an old-fashioned book burning.
Conservatives must heed the warning now! Sustainable Development is antiscience, anti-knowledge, anti-human and anti-reason. It is the creed of the mindless
savage who seeks brute force over liberty.
(Cont’d on Page 4)
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Animal Rights is not Animal Welfare

Here’s another issue that is decided with the mentality of a little girl who just likes
fluffy animals. The Animal Rights movement is one of the most violent of the nation.
It plays on the heartstrings of emotional children, like actress Pam Anderson, where
reason and knowledge give way to raw emotion. Most people take up the animal
rights cause because they care about the “welfare” of the animals. Few want to see
animals suffer and they want something done when it happens. But animal welfare
and animal protection have nothing to do with the animal rights movement. Frankly,
it’s too nuts to explain rationally. So, here, let them tell you in their own words. TD
They Oppose Pet Ownership
“Pet Ownership is an absolutely abysmal situation brought about by human
manipulation.” -- Ingrid Newkirk, PeTA
“(Pets) are slaves, even if well-kept slaves.” -- PeTA’s Statement on Companion Animals

An Anti-Human Philosophy
“I don’t believe that people have the right to life. That’s a supremacist perversion. A rat is a
pig is a dog is a boy.” -- Ingrid Newkirk, co-founder and national director of PeTA
“Man is the most dangerous, destructive, selfish, and unethical animal on earth.”
-- Michael Fox, vice president, Human Society of the United States
“Mankind is the biggest blight on the face of the earth.” -- Ingrid Newkirk, PeTA
“Six million people died in concentration camps, but six billion broiler chickens will die this
year in slaughterhouses.” -- Ingrid Newkirk, PeTA
“An (animal) experiment cannot be justified unless the experiment is so important that the
use of a brain-damaged human would be justifiable.” -- Peter Singer

Animal Rights Advocates are Opposed to Biomedical Research
Even if animal tests produced a cure (for AIDS), we’d be against it.” -- Ingrid
Newkirk, PeTA
“If the death of one rat cured all diseases, it wouldn’t make any difference to me.” -- Chris
Rose, director Last Chance for Animals
“If it (the abolition of animal research) means there are some things we cannot learn, then
so be it. We have no basic right not to be harmed by those natural diseases we are heir
to.” -- Tom Regan, “America’s New Extremists: What You Need to Know About the
Animal Rights Movement.”

No Concern for Animal Welfare
“We were not especially interested in animals. Neither of us had ever been inordinately
fond of dogs, cats, or horses in the way that many people are. We didn’t love animals.”
-- Peter Singer, known as the “father of animals rights.”
(Cont’d on Page 4)
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environmental issue. It is not. Sustainable Development
If Conservatives don’t learn of its evil now, if we don’t is the driving force of what Al Gore called a “wrenching
heed the warning and rip Sustainable Development out transformation” that society must endure to repair
of every level of government by its well-entrenched what he perceives as the damage of the 20th century’s
roots, then American life, indeed human existence as we Industrial Revolution. It is the same Industrial Revolution
know it, will enter a new dark ages of pain and misery that gave us modern transportation, medicine, indoor
unlike any ever experienced by the community of man. plumbing, healthy drinking water, central heating, air
conditioning, and electric light.
The Conservative philosophy advocates limited
Sustainable
Development
is
not
about
government intrusion into the lives of individual citizens.
The root of that philosophy goes back to the ideals of the environmental clean up of rivers, air and litter. It is
Founding Fathers and particularly John Locke who said, an all-encompassing socialist scheme to combine
“man creates value and therefore property out of his social welfare programs with government control of
own labor.” He said that no government could take the private business, socialized medicine, national zoning
fruits of one’s labor without a compelling public need controls of private property and restructuring of school
and without just compensation and then only through curriculum which serves to indoctrinate children into
politically correct group think.
the rule of law.
Conservative Blind Spot...

(Cont’d from Page 2)

James Madison used that theory to write the Fifth
Amendment. John Adams said, “The moment the idea is
admitted into society that property is not as sacred as the
laws of God and there is not the force of law and public
justice to protect it, anarchy and tyranny commence.”

Sustainable Development advocates seek oppressive
taxes to control and punish behavior of which they don’t
approve and there is much these advocates disapprove,
including air conditioning, fast foods, suburban housing
and automobiles.

Under the guarantee that government’s only real
job is to protect the rights of individual Americans to
engage in commerce and to protect their property
and person from thieves and murderers, Americans
set about creating the most prosperous and free
nation on earth.

Every aspect of our lives is affected by Sustainable
Development policies. It is top-down control from an
all-powerful central government; specifically the United
Nations which seeks to assert such control. That is the
true significance of all of the international conference
on climate change and Sustainable Development.

The question is whether Conservatives will rally to
Today, these American ideals are under severe
challenge from the international community under the American principles of freedom against the onslaught of
banner of Sustainable Development. Time and again, Sustainable Development’s socialist tyranny, or remain
news reports indicate that sustainable development is an blind to the threat.
Animal Rights is not...

(Cont’d from Page 3)

“The theory of animal rights simply is not consistent with the theory of animal welfare…Animal rights
means dramatic social changes for humans and non-humans alike; if our bourgeois values prevent us
from accepting those changes, then we have no right to call ourselves advocates of animal rights.” -Gary Francione, former general council, People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PeTA).
“Not only are the philosophies of animal rights and animal welfare separated by irreconcilable
differences…the enactment of animal welfare measures actually impedes the achievement of
animal rights.” -- Gary Francione and Tom Regan. “The Case for Animal Rights”, In Defense
of Animals, 1985.
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Greenwashing America
By Alan Caruba

than 95% of consumer products examined committed
at least one offense of ‘greenwashing’, a term used to
describe unproven environmental claims, according
to TerraChoice, a North American environmentalmarketing company that issued the report.”

Every time you see some product being sold as
“Green”, allegedly safer or beneficial for the environment,
you can be sure that it is more expensive than a
comparable product that does the same thing without
making this claim.
Everything you eat, drink, wear or use begins as
a “natural” product. It is absurd to think that calling it
“Green” improves it in any fashion. Countless inspections
before anything reaches the marketplace ensure
product safety. To put it another way, a carrot is a carrot
is a carrot.
Recently I received a news release from a public
relations firm touting clients selling Green products
such as “Parsley Plus All-Purpose Cleaner”, along
with “stylish organic bed linens, “natural and organic
clothing”, a “99.6% natural line” of shampoos, and,
“100% Bamboo towels.”
In a similar fashion, every time you hear a corporation
claiming it is concerned about the environment you
can be sure that it is trying to protect itself against
lawsuits from environmental groups or Environmental
Protection Agency action that will eat into its profits
and dividends.
A recent Wall Street Journal article,“Misleading Claims
on ‘Green’ Labeling” cited a study asserting that “more

“Environmental-marketing company”? By reading
further down in the article, one learns that “TerraChoice
was recently acquired by Underwriters Laboratories, an
independent product-safety certification organization”,
adding that both companies “could benefit if more
manufacturers seek third-party verification of the ecoclaims.” You think?
Consumers Union, an independent testing
company, has built its reputation on its review of
various products. Underwriters Laboratories has done
the same, but there is no reason to believe any Green
product claim, particularly since TerraChoice has
announced it is probably a scam. Not surprisingly, third
party certification has been offered by some major
environmental organizations as yet another way to raise
a few bucks.
It is no accident that the term “greenwashing”
is akin to “brainwashing”, a term that came out of
the Korean War when it was learned that American
prisoners of war were subjected to “re-education” by
their captors.
Communists have always been big on re-education,
a practice of nations such as China, Vietnam, North
Korea, Cambodia, and others where you were expected
change your mind and learn to love Big Brother.
The alternative was that you either stayed in their
concentration camps or were systematically murdered
for the crime of having been an intellectual, a landowner,
or a bourgeois capitalist.
Communism murdered more people in the last
century than all its wars combined.
(Cont’d on Page 6)
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Environmental organizations, in league with
an unquestioning mainstream media, have been
greenwashing and brainwashing the public for decades.
It usually takes the form of scare campaigns and, in the
case of supermarket products, it is directed a chemicals,
plastics, how livestock is raised, or some other totally
superfluous “issue” that has nothing to do with the
quality, price or safety of the product. The object is
always the same, to lay a guilt trip on the consumer, i.e.,
to greenwash them.
Green product claims go hand-in-hand with the
metastasizing Green regulations whose bottom line
raises the costs of everything in America these days.
Angela Logomasini of the Competitive Enterprise
Institute is an expert on regulatory affairs. When it
comes to the environment, Congress passed 1,163
new laws between 1973 and 2006. Ms. Logomasini
found that only 85 of those statutes reduced
government regulation, while 795 increased it.
The remaining were deemed to lack significant
regulatory impact.
Five of the fifty volumes containing the
federal regulatory code are devoted exclusively to
environmental regulation and an additional twelve
also address environmental regulation in some respect.
The Small Business Administration concluded that
environmental regulation is the leading regulatory
expense for businesses with fewer than 20 employees,
averaging $3,296 per worker.
Currently, the Environmental Protection Agency
that generates the new laws and regulations is totally
out of control. It has been on a regulatory binge
anticipating a Congress controlled by Republicans.
Nothing rational explains President Obama’s continued
reference to greenhouse gas emissions, Green cars,
and, especially, Green jobs when so many Americans
are out of work.
The EPA, created by Richard Nixon with an executive
order in 1970, has to be downsized to its original

mandate, ensuring clean air and clean water. When it
began to define rain puddles as navigable waters and
ordinary dust as a pollutant, you have to know just how
crazed and dangerous it has become.
It will take a generation or two for Americans to
shake loose of the insanity that is environmentalism.
Long seen as a religion, it seeks total control over every
aspect of your life.

© Alan Caruba, 2010
November 7-8, 2010
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facial recognition technology knowing that citizen
was going to offer the technology to the Red Chinese
government for testing.
Wait a minute; stop the press! We do not have to
worry anymore about Viisage Technology or L-1. You
see L-1 is being sold to two European companies.
One of the companies is buying the division of L1 that has contracts with nearly every intelligence
agency in the United States government. The
biometric and documents credential divisions are
being sold to a French company named Safran. Just
think about how happy you can feel now knowing
that your personal information including your
social security number and biometric information
(fingerprints, Iris scans and digital facial images)
may soon be available to a French company. The
federal government must sign off on the deal before
the deal can be sealed. All this brings us back to
the topic of the revolving door that exists between
government and corporations.
You will never guess who is on the payroll of the
French company. Let’s see, I earlier talked about the
former heads of the TSA, FBI and CIA but I left out DHS;
shame on me. Our former Secretary of the Department
of Homeland Security, the honorable Michael Chertoff
certainly did not take long to walk through the revolving
door. Last year, 2009, Mr. Chertoff was the Secretary of
the Department of Homeland Security. This year, 2010,
he is a strategic advisor to the French company Safran.
Maybe I am not too quick but I do not understand how
one year a person goes from heading our lead agency
on homeland security and the next year the same person
sees no harm in allowing a French company access to
our personal information.
Allow me to conclude this learning session with
two other tidbits of information. For those of you
who refer to the Real ID Act 2005 as an attempt by
the federal government to create a “national ID card”
please adjust your thinking. On page 68 of the Notice
of Proposed Rulemaking for the Real ID Act you

will find a tiny little footnote that reads as follows:
“The relevant ICAO standard is ICAO 9303 Part 1
Vol 2, specifically ISO/IEC 19794-5 – Information
technology – Biometric data interchange formats
– Part 5: Face image data, which is incorporated
into ICAO 9303.” The ICAO is the International Civil
Aviation Organization, an agency of the United
Nations. That’s right, American citizens are being
enrolled into a single global system of identification
and financial control over which they have no
representation. Please stop calling Real ID national
ID; it is international ID. By the way, who stands to
gain from the implementation of Real ID starting
April 2011? You guessed it, L-1 or should I say Michael
Chertoff and his employer, Safran.
Sarcasm alert – The final tidbit of information comes
from the International Biometrics Agency. For all of
you that keep talking about a New World Order or a
One World Government, please stop such ridiculous
rumors. Julian Ashbourn speaking as the Chairman of
the International Biometrics Agency set our minds to
rest when he said the following: “What information do
governments share? With whom is my data shared and
why? All of these questions need to be addressed by an
agency with global powers.”
An agency with global powers? Perhaps I am naive
but I always believed we live in a sovereign country.
You may have heard of our country, The United States
of China. No, that is not right, The United States of the
Britain. I will get it right; The United States of France.
This country thing is really getting hard to remember.
We have the surveillance cameras like Britain; we use
facial recognition like China to identify dissidents and
we sell L-1 to a French company. Thank goodness for
my granddaughter, she just reminded me of what
Congress and others have forgotten, this is the United
States of America.
Mark Lerner is with the Constitutional Alliance
and author of the book “Your Body is Your ID.”

Tyranny
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The Revolving Door That Never Stops Turning
By Mark Lerner

Six years ago I started speaking out about a
small company in Massachusetts called Viisage
Technology. Not many people paid attention
to what I had to say because the company was
only a $50 million company. However, after a
few quick steps that would rival anything you
might find on any of the reality dancing shows
on television Viisage has morphed into a billion
dollar plus company.

government. To a large extent it is fair to say that
your personal information is L-1’s information. L1 is the same company that thinks our political
party affiliation should be on our driver’s license
along with our race. L-1 has a long history
starting with its taking over Viisage Technology.
It was a great sleight of hand, Viisage morphing
into L-1 while Viisage was under investigation
by our government.

I can provide a number of reasons you should
care about L-1 Identity Solutions, the company
Viisage Technology transformed into. I will start
by mentioning that Louis Freeh (former Director
of the FBI), Admiral Loy (former head of the
Transportation Security Agency), George Tenet
(former Director of the CIA), Frank Moss (former
program manager for the State Department’s
E-Passport program), and many others who
previously held key positions in the federal
government all joined Viisage/L-1 as members
of the Board of Directors or as paid employees
of Viisage/L-1.

Viisage settled a class action lawsuit that
alleged members of the Board of Directors sold
stock in advance of what they knew what be a
negative quarterly financial report. Viisage is the
same company that had a state driver’s license
contract voided by the Georgia State Supreme
Court for misrepresentation. Perhaps you
attended the Super Bowl in 2001 that was held
at Raymond James Stadium in Tampa, Florida.
The Super Bowl that year is referred to as the
“Snooper Bowl” because the fans that went to
the game had their facial images captured and
compared against facial images stored in law
enforcement databases. You know all those
cameras we see being put up in cities around
our country. Those cameras are not pointed
at terrorists, they are pointed at you. Through
the use of facial recognition technology, a
biometric, your facial image can be captured by
a camera and then compared to facial images
stored in law enforcement databases and in
Department of Motor Vehicle databases. If we
hurry as a country we can catch up to where
the British are at; the average person in London
is captured by CCTV (Closed Circuit Television
cameras/surveillance cameras) 300 times a day.
Better yet, we can do what the Chinese want
to do; we can use CCTV and facial recognition
technology to identify dissidents. Chinese
citizens can thank L-1 for thinking of them. L-1 is
a company that supplied a Chinese citizen with

It must be really sweet to sign off on
contracts worth millions of dollars, tens of
millions or more in fact and then turn right
around and go on the payroll of the same
company that you awarded the contracts to.
Sure, Tenet, Freeh and the others may not have
had to sign the actual contracts but certainly
they are responsible for knowing who the
contracts went to when they were in charge of
their respective agencies and departments.
L-1 dominates the state driver’s license
business. L-1 also produces all passport cards,
involved in the production of all passports,
provides identification documents for the
Department of Defense and has contracts
with nearly every intelligence agency in our

(Cont’d on Page 7)

